Identification of Energy Distribution for Crash Deformational Processes of Road Vehicles
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Abstract: Car body deformation modelling plays a very important role in crash accident analyses, as well as in safe car body design. The determination of the energy absorbed by the deformation and the corresponding Energy Equivalent Speed can be of key importance; however their precise determination is a very difficult task. Although, using the results of crash tests, intelligent and soft methods offer an automatic way to model the crash process itself, as well as to determine the absorbed energy, the before-crash speed of the car, etc. In this paper a model is introduced which is able to describe the changing of the energy distribution during the whole deformational process and to analyze the strength of the different parts without any human intervention thus significantly can contribute to the improvement of the modelling, (automatic) design, and safety of car bodies.
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1 Introduction

Accident analysis and design of safety car become rather important task. In safety vehicle design one of the most important problems is the reconstruction of the deformation. The base of this method usually a classical model of a simpler dynamical system [4] [7], which can be completed with computer based numerical solutions [8] [11]. Unfortunately these models in most of the cases become unsolvable difficult, if we apply them in a very difficult real system such as a vehicle. A possible way to solve this problem is application of soft computing methods which are very useful for example in the determining the before crash speed of the crashed car [1] [2] [3].

For construction of the optimal car-body structures, a lot of data, so a lot of crash-tests were needed. These tests are quite expensive, thus only some hundred tests per factory are realized annually, which is not a sufficient amount for accident safety. Therefore, real-life tests are supplemented by computer based simulations
which increase the number of analyzed cases to few thousands, so there is an ever-increasing need for more correct techniques, which need less computational time and can more widely be used. Thus, new modelling and calculating methods are highly welcome in deformation analysis.

Through the analysis of traffic accidents we can obtain information concerning the vehicle which can be of help in modifying the structure or the parameters to improve its future safety. The energy absorbed by the deformed car body is one of the most important factors affecting the accidents thus it plays a very important role in car crash tests and accident analysis [5] [6]. The method of the finite elements can be usefully used for simulating the deformation process, but this kind of simulation requires very detailed knowledge about the parameters and energy absorbing properties, besides this it has high complexity and computational cost. The main aim of our experiment is to develop such method, which is able to simulate the deformation process more quickly as the recently used ones. For this purpose rough estimated parameters are used which enable to decrease the complexity and the computational cost.

2 The EES Method

In the following we briefly summarize how one can deduce the before crash speed of the vehicle from the absorbed (deformational) energy. From this it is clear that more accurate estimation of the absorbed energy yields more exact estimation of the speed. This method is based on the conservation of energy. It examines the equality of the sum of different kind of energies (kinetic, deformational, heat, etc.) before and after the crash.

Let we use the following usual notations:

\( m \): mass of the vehicle \hfill \( v \): speed of the vehicle

\( \Theta \): moment of inertia \hfill \( \omega \): angular velocity

\( E_{\text{EES}} \): Energy Equivalent Speed

Kinetic energy: \( E_K = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \)

Rotational energy: \( E_R = \frac{1}{2}\Theta \omega^2 \)

Deformational energy: \( E_{\text{DEF}} = \frac{1}{2}mE_{\text{EES}}^2 \)

The energy conservation law for the crash is the following:

\[ E_{K1} + E_{R1} + E_{K2} + E_{R2} = E'_{K1} + E'_{K2} + E'_{R1} + E'_{R2} + E_{\text{DEF1}} + E_{\text{DEF2}} + E_H \]

From this general equation the before crash speed of the vehicle can be estimated. Of course in special cases (for example crashing into a rigid wall) the equation becomes simpler, so the estimating process becomes simpler, too.
3 Preliminaries

Analysing the accident statistics it is clear that the most frequently occurring accident is a kind of head-on collision. According to these data the deformational models concentrate usually on the energy absorbed by the deformation of the frontal part of the car-body. The simplest method is to compare the damaged car body being under examination with other similar type of cars damaged under known conditions. In this case the examination is based on the experiences of the human experts. For this approach the required information about the car damaged in known circumstances: standard environments, detailed data of the car, photos, geometrical parameters, etc. Necessary data form the accident’s photos, circumstances and environments of the accident, etc.

In the following we give a short historical overview on the energy net approach.

3.1 Campbell Model

The first model using energy net is related to K. Campbell (1974). It was based on the assumption that the absorbed deformational energy uniformly distributed on the whole width and height of the vehicle. Further assumption was that under low speed (4-5 km/h) the vehicle is able to tolerate the impact without deformation, and above this limit the deformation is almost linear.
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Figure 1
The Campbell model

3.2 Röhlich Model

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2
The Röhlich model
This model is a further development of Campbell’s model. The model doesn’t assume uniform distribution about the deformaotional energy along the width of the vehicle, but deal with a mathematical model based on crash-tests results. This method yields more accurate estimations, for example for the speed of the vehicle before the crash.

### 3.3 Schaper Model

The method worked out by Schaper based on the assumption that vehicles satisfying the prescriptions of FMVSS (Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards) have similar deformaotional characteristics. Using numerous crash-tests results few characteristic fields were defined in the car-body and the distribution of the absorbed deformaotional energy was examined in these regions.
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**Figure 3**

The Schaper model

### 4 The Basic Concept

In the following we introduce the most important points of the suggested model [9] [10]. We assume having a 2 or 3 dimensional rectangular grid on the car body. The most important thing which we have to know by a detailed analysis of the car body from the point of view of its deformation energy absorbing properties, is the inside structure of the car body. In most of the cases such detailed data about the car-body structure are not available, therefore it is proposed to approximate them from known discrete data. The introduced method is starting from the so-called energy cells. These energy cells are got by discretization of the car-body, to each of which a value for describing its energy absorbing properties is assigned. Other characteristic of these cells is, that each of them can absorb and transmit energy, which depends on the amount of the absorbed energy, e.g. as the stiffness property of a cell is changing during the deformation process proportionately to the absorbed energy. As higher the stiffness of the cells is, as more amount of energy is necessary to achieve the same rate of deformation.
4.1 Absorbing Functions

The energy absorbing property of a cell is not a constant value, but changes during the deformational process. Characteristically cells become saturated in a certain sense, so they are able to absorb less and less from the deformational energy. Because of this the energy absorbing property is described by a monotone non-increasing function, instead of a constant value. The simplest is the following piecewise linear function:

\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x < a \\
\frac{b - x}{b - a} & a \leq x \leq b \\
0 & x > b 
\end{cases} \]

For better approximation one can take a convex linear combination of these kinds of functions:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i f_i(x) \quad \text{where} \quad \lambda_i \geq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i = 1 \]

If the input energy is \( E \), then the absorbed energy is:

\[ E_{abs} = \int_{0}^{E} f(x)dx \]

and the transmitted energy is

\[ E_{trans} = \int_{0}^{E} 1 - f(x)dx = E - \int_{0}^{E} f(x)dx \]
Energy absorbing function and the absorbed energy: convex combination

Principle of conservation of energy is fulfilled, so for absorbed and transmitted energy we have: \( E_{\text{abs}} + E_{\text{trans}} = E \). Subsequently distribution of the transmitted energy between neighbours of the cell will play an important role.

### 4.2 Decomposition of the Impact

The deformatonal energy appears as kinetic energy (EES). According to this fact decomposition comes from the decomposition of the speed, according to a coordinate system with axes parallel with the grid applied on the car body. The orthogonal components of the velocity are \( v \sin \varphi \) and \( v \cos \varphi \) in two dimensional case, and \( v \sin \vartheta \cos \varphi \), \( v \sin \vartheta \sin \varphi \) and \( v \cos \vartheta \) in three dimensional case. So the decomposition of the deformatonal energy is:

- In case of 2D: \( E \cos^2 \varphi \) and \( E \sin^2 \varphi \)
- In case of 3D: \( E \sin^2 \vartheta \cos^2 \varphi \), \( E \sin^2 \vartheta \sin^2 \varphi \) and \( E \cos^2 \vartheta \)

### 4.3 Direction Depending Properties

Deformatonal characteristics of the parts are depending on the direction of the outer impact: a certain part is easy to deform in a certain direction and sometimes very difficult (demands more energy) to deform in other direction (esp. orthogonal direction). Because of this it seems practical to assign different absorbing functions to different orthogonal directions.

Using decomposition in the following we deal with outer impacts parallel with one of the axis of the grid. The final energy distribution will be the sum of the partial energy distributions got by computing with components of the outer impact.
5 Deformational Models

We could distinguish at least two models, according to what happens with the transmitted energy. If the transmitted energy is the input of the following cell in the ‘tube’ then we get a simple model (1st order model). In some cases it gives a right approximation, but in other cases we should determine weighted interconnections between the neighbouring cells (2nd order model).

![Schematic map of the deformation for the first and second order models](image)

5.1 First Order Model

In this case the energy transmitted by the cells is assumed spreading in the direction of the original impact (as we mentioned above, we think of a component of the decomposed impact). It means that forces (screwing forces) between neighbouring cells are ignored; a cell can’t deform or drag its neighbours. One can imagine this case as the deformational energy spreads in parallel, but independent 'tubes' along the car-body. This model can be applied cases in which the crash takes place in the whole width of the vehicle (frontal crash), but doesn’t give satisfying result for partially overlapping crashes (for instance bumping against a tree).

![Energy transmission: first order model](image)

5.2 Second Order Model

For applications, modelling of the energy spreading process between neighbouring cells not only in the direction of the original impact, but in orthogonal directions, is very important. A possible solution for this task is if we assume that the
transmitted energy is distributed in a certain proportion between all of the neighbours (but usually the next in the 'tube' get the most of the energy).

Let’s see the following example. The crash meets the edge of the vehicle (for instance bumping against a pole), and then the deformational energy spreads from here into each directions (see Fig. 8). In the upper row every cell give the $s_{ij}$ times of the transmitted energy to the next cell, and $s_{ij}$ times to the cell bellow (in real beside). The latter case models the energy spreading caused by internal forces between the cells. The energy from this process is interpreted as result of an impact parallel with the original, so we deal with absorbing functions assigned to this direction. In the upper row the inputs are computed similar to the first order model, but in this case we calculate with the $s_{ij}$ times of the transmitted energy. There is a difference in the lower row: the input of cell (2, 1) is $s_{12}$ times of the output of cell (1, 1), and the output is distributed between different directions ($p_{11}$, $p_{12}$). Here we assume that there is no reaction: there is no energy transmission from the lower row to the upper. The input of cell (2, 2) is the sum of $p_{11}$ times of the output of cell (2, 1) and $s_{22}$ times of the output of cell (1, 2). In general, the input of cell (2, $i$) is the sum of $p_{i-1,1}$ times of the output of cell (2, $i-1$) and $s_{i,2}$ times of the output of cell (1, $i$). The 3rd, 4th . . . row can be computed in a similar way.

In general, the computational method is the following:

1. Determine the absorbed and transmitted energy in the first row.
2. Determine the absorbed and transmitted energy at the first element of the second, third ... row applying the input energy assigned to the first element of the second row.
3. Determine the energy transmitted by cell (2, 2) with the sum of its inputs.
4. Using this result determine the same for the third, fourth ... row.
5. Execute the procedure on the whole cell matrix.

Figure 8
Energy transmission: second order model
6 Illustrative Examples

In this section we show some examples for models introduced in the previous section. There are 6×10 cells in the model, but the parameters of the absorbing functions and the parameters describing the interactions between the cells are not real, just for the demonstration. In both of the cases we show two snapshots, with lower and higher input energy.

![Figure 9](image1)
1st order model

![Figure 10](image2)
2nd order model

Conclusions

A new theoretical approach was introduced for describing the changing of the energy distribution during the whole deformational process of the vehicle body. As can be seen from the simulation results, applying this treatment more sophisticated estimations can be made than with using the preliminary methods. The crucial point of the suggested method is the right determination or estimation of the parameters of the absorbing functions. This problem can be solved by analysing crash test results, crash data, digital photos and digital sequences with human experts and intelligent expert systems.
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